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ON THE NUMERICAL RANGE AND HERMITIAN 
OPERATORS

Youngoh Yang

I ・ Introduction.
In[7丄 W. L. Paschke investigated right modules over 

a 6%-algebra B which possess a 5-valued inner product 
respecting module action. Under this inner product, Yang 
defined a numerical range of an operator on this module. 
In. this paper, which is a co효tinuation of £83, we give 
analogous results of our numerical ranges as Ehe으e on 
Banach spaces, and study its relation to 은pectxa and 
various growth conditions on the resolvent. Also we 
define Hermitian operators in terms of our numerical 
range and study some results on the^e.

Throughout this paper we let B be a unital C"-algebra, 
B* the dual space of B9 X the Hilbert B-module with a 
3'valued inner product < ,〉[7丄 S(X) the unit sphere of 
X, i.e., the set of all xzX such that 的5乂=11〈为为〉|[*= 

1, the projection of XxB송 onto X, B(X) the set of 
all bounded linear operators on X9 and H the subset of 
XxB* defined by

TT-((x,/) & S(X)XS(B*)：六〈炎％〉)=1}・

The B-spatial numerical range t们of an operator T&B 
〈X) is the set (为,Q罚}[8]. This
generalizes the classical concept of numerical range on a 
Hilbert space. The B-spatial numerical radium of an 
operator T is the number 乡4(T)=sup{M]：
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Also we denote the action of B on a right B-module X 
by (x, b) ~^xb (xeX, beB). A Hilbert B-module X is assumed 
to have a vector space structure over the complex numbers 
C compatible with that of B in the sense that 久(쌌)) = 
(Xx)b=x(Ab) (xeX9 beB, UC). The algebra of all bounded 
linear operators on X which possess bounded adjoints 
with respect to the B-valued inner product will be deno
ted by A(X), and without risk of confusion, we denote 
the operator norm on B(X) byll ・ ||.

H. Spatial numerical ranges
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a subset of IT such that 筑：i(P) is 

dense in S(X) and TeB(X). Then

(i) sup (Re x»: (x, f)eP]—inf {—■ (II 7+aT ]| —1)：

a〉0} Tim 1).
aT)+ a

(ii) sup (7?^ /«Tx, x» : (%J)&P}=sup {土 log||exp(ab)||： 

a〉아 =lim £ log 11 exp(aT) ||.
D+

(iii) x»： (x, f)eP} = V(B(X)9T), where co E 
and V(A9 a) denote the closed convex hull of E and the 
numerical range of a of a unital normed algebra A 
respectively.

Proof, (i) and (iii) See [8].
(ii) The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3・4[2]・

By Theorem 2.6[2丄 we have SP(T)dV(B(X)9
Wb(T) where SP(T) denotes the spectrum of T. However, 
the following stronger statement holds.

Theorem 2.2. Let TeB(X) be any operator having its 
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adjoint. Then SP(T)(ZWB(T)y In particular 3S/>(7")CPF& 
(71). d stands for ^boundary of”.

Proof. For each TeB(X), we have &(?) =卩(T)U广(C 

where TT(T), r( T) denote the approximate point spectr
um, the compression, spectrum of T respectively. If XeT 
(T), the효 the range of TH is not dense so since 
一T)丄=N(人/一 7거), the range of T—2.I has a nonzero- 
orthogonal complement. Hence A is an eigenvalue of T* 
so that I &必(Z*) and therefore XeWB{T). On the other 
hand if /IT (7), then there exist unit vectors xn such 
that (T—*0. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there 
exists fn in B* of unit norm so that

Tferr i/吼，羽〉)一xi = ijB«7xn—xxn, 
xn»|^|| 7xn—2xn|]x. Thus /n«Tr„, x„»-as n~>oo9 and 
hence AeWB(T). It is well known that aSp(T)U TT(7、)[6k 
thus in particular 3SP(T)CWZB(T).

Remark 2.3. ilR』= H(T—M)、시im心,乩(『)尸 for UWB 
(T) (TeA(X)). For given xeX with. there is an
/ in B* such that

I顷=以〈』次〉)=1, and then [|(丁一妃)시|乂싀/(〈(7—〃)*, 
x))\ — \fC{Tx9 %〉) —지M(危乩(7))・ Hence ll(T—〃)씨]x三

TFfl(T))llx|k and so 111히 1 = ||(TT/)니 ||宫心，亿(7、))디 

for UWb(T).

Theorem 2.4. If TeA(X) and K is a closed convex 
subset of the plane9 then KZJWb(T) if and only if ||(广 

一^)W[冬必RK)t for UK.

Proof. If KZ)WB(T'), then Remark implies that
H(丁一M)土冬d(嵐甲JT))거三次(Z,K)t for UK.

Conversely, suppose that the resolvent of T satisfies the 
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indicated growth condition. To show that PKfl( T)CZK, it 
suffices to show that every half-plane H which contains 
K also contains P7B(T). By a preliminary translation and 
rotation, we may suppose that H is the right half-plane, 
Re 2^0. Since H二)K, II (/+iT)'1!!=rHI (flI+ T)-i||^l for 
all />0. Hence if (x, /) eTT, then Re /(<(/+/ T)'lx, x))^ 
||/|||1(Z+^T)-1|I llx||2x^l=/«x, x»,and thus 0MRef(〈(I—(Z 
+ Z7、)T)%,%〉)=Re /(〈仃(•자"7、)-%*〉). Dividing by t and 
letting i-*0 yields Re /«Tx, x»^0. Since (x,f) is arb
itrary, this shows that Wb(T)UH.

Theorem 2.5. Let S,Te 4(X), 0t-WB(T) and

冊％(S),小矿(「)}. T阮％ Sp(T-iS、)UE.

Proof. Let z be a complex number not belonging to E. 
Then, there exists d〉0 such, that |z“一시(人£Wb(S), 
S府b(7)). Given (x, /)eTT, we have ||(z7、—S)%|lx그•产 

(〈(27、一$)%,%〉)=梏須(〈7比 x»-/«Sx, since f^Tx, 
jc» e Wb(T) and /«Sx,为〉)e WB(S). Similarly II(zT- 
S)*씨IxMQ. By [幻, we conclude that zT-S is invertible. 
Since 00 WB(T) and SP(T)C WB(T), T is invertible. 
Therefore zI—T^S is invertible, i.e., z «t.SP(T_1S).

The B-numerical index of X is the real number nB^X) 
■defined by nB(X) =in.f {多“(7、)： T e B(X), II^11 — 1}• It is 
obvious that Ew鶴b(X)冬1 by Theorem 4・ 1[2丄 It has long 

been known that for a complex Hilbert space X of dime
nsion greater than one,跄b(X)=*-[6]. 

Li
Given * e S(X), let D(B, <x,x» = { f e S(3*)：六〈％, %〉) 

=1} and ITb(T,x) = (/«Tx,x»： f s Z)(3,〈％,*〉)} (7、e B 
(X)). Then we see that ‘"(7、)= U {’卩如厂,#) ： % e S(X)}・
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An application of the Hahn-Banach Theorem shows that 
for each x e S(X), we have In the weak쑤

topology, P(B, <x,x>) is a closed convex subset of the 
unit ball in 3웅 and hence compact. Since D(B, is 
convex, D(B^ <x,x» is connected in any topology which 
makes B* a topological linear space because in. any such 
topology, £)幻0冬危1 is a continuous function.
Using Lemma 15.7[3] and the fact that the sets WB(T, 
x) are nonvoid compact convex subsets of C, we obtain 
the following results ；

Lemma 2. 6. The mapping W(7*) is an upper 
semicontinuous mapping of S(X) with the norm topology 
mto the nonvoid compact convex s-ubset of C.

From this fact, we can prove that WB(T) is connected 
for each. T e B(X), unless X has dimension one over R.

In terms of the Hausdorff metric for compact subsets 
of the plane, we obtain the continuity of the function WB^

Theorem 2・7. The function WB is continuous with res
pect to the uniform operator topology.

Proof. If IIS—7*11 and (%/)이T, then
T)x,x»|^||S— T||<€, and therefore 六〈&,%〉)= 

/«7x,x»+/«(S-T) x, x» e 称4(T) + (e). It follows 
that WB(S)(ZWB(T) + (e). Similarly WB(T)CZWB(S) + (e)..

Given 幻，…，Tn e B(X), we define the B~joint nume
rical range of T=(幻,…，T„) by W (T) = 为〉)，

…，/«Tnx,x»)： Clearly WB(T) is a bounded
subset of C”. We say that z=(zi9 •••, %) is in the joint 
point spectrum of T if there exists some nonzero element 
x e X such that 7物=£口(/=1,…，刀)[2]. It is obvious 
that the B-joint numerical range of a n-tuple T of oper
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ators includes the joint point spectrum of T.
In this paper, we have the following two problems；

(1) For what operators T e B(X) is WB(T) a closed set?
(2) Characterize those Hilbert B-modules X such that

Wb(T) is convex for every T e B(X).

Iff. Hermitian operators

Definition 3.L An operator T s B(X) is said to be B- 
Hermitian if WB(T) is real. We denote by H(X) the set 
■of B-Hermitian operators of B(X).

It is obvious from the definition that H(X) is a real 
Banach space, and i(ST—TS) e H(X) if T, S e H(X). 
fairthermore since 方4( • ) is equivalent to II • It, 习隹y 
operator T e H(X) for which T and iT are both B-Her- 
mitia효 must be equal to zero.

Theorem 3.2. Let T be an operator in B(X). Then the 
following statements are equivalent:
(i) T is B-Hermitian.
(ii) I+i a 幻］= l+0(a) an a—>0, with a real.
(iii) , exp(/ a 7、)=1 for real a.
<iv) exp0 a T) ^1 for real a.

Proof. Since W (a+^T)~a+^WB(T)9 T is B-Hermitian 
if and only if sup Re P7B(zT)= sup Re =0. Hence
the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Lemma 2.1 
(i). Also (iii) implies (i) by Lemma 2-1 (ii). If (i) holds, 
then again by Lemma 2. l(ii), 0=sup{曲 log||exp(i a T)\\： 

a구£()}.(*) Now l=||Jll<llexp(zaT)|| ||exp(—i a T)II (a eR). 
If, for some real 们 we have |lexp(i j8 T)||#l, the last 
inequality shows that there is a real number 7=0 such
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that 11 exp(z T contradicting(*). The argument
just given also shows that (iii) and (iv) are equivalent. 
This completes the proof.

With the norm induced from B(X), 4(X) is a C부+ 

algebra. It is easy to show that T &4(X) is B-Hermitian. 
if and only if T=T七

Proposition 3.3. If T e B(X) can be written in the 
from T—R+iJ with R and J B-Hermitian operators in 
H(X), then R and J are uniquely determined.

Proof- If R' and are B-Hermitian operators in B(X) 
and T=RW, then WB(R-Rz) - J) = {0}. Thus
R=R and J=J\

We let {T+zS： T, S s and we may
define a mapping * from to itself by (T+z'S)수 =7— 
zS(T, Ss H(X)). It is easy to show that Jb(X) with the 
norm of B(X) is a Banach space and * is a continuous 
linear involution on

Definition 3.4. An operator T e B(X、) is said to be B- 
positive if WB(T)dR+. We denote by P(X) the set of all 
B-positive operators of B(X).

In the real Banach. space H(X), the set P(X) is a 
proper closed cone in which I is an interior point.

Proposition 3.5. Let T e 尸(X) and 0 £ WS(T). Then 
T is an interior point of P(X) in H(X).

Proof. Set 人=inf{a： a e PTfi(T)}. Then 人〉0 and WB 
효(7、) + W"S)(二电(7、) +[—I|S|[』SI口 for any Se 

H(X、). Thus if llS||<^, we have 0&(7、+S)UR+, and the 
proposition follows.

We shall call pencil of elements of a그 algebra A the 
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set of linear combinations a-Jib where a e A9 b e A and 
N is a scalar parameter.

Definition 3.6. Let T and S be elements of B(X). The 
set 昭(7) = {Z： (E (x, /)eTT) (了(〈(？TS)%, %〉)=0)} is 
called the B-spatial numerical range of the pencil T—2S.

Under the additional assumption that S e H(、X) with 
S〉0, it is readily seen that

昭3)=円鬻務:(収)，昨

Definition 3.6 generalizes the B-spatial numerical ra

nge of an operator T since WB(T) — W^(T). Generalizing 

B-spatial numerical radius, we also introduce

多"§(7)=sup(|시: 人 e } and we have, in

particular,矛"(T)=务

Proposition 3.7. Let S e H(X) and S〉0. Then 

泌认T)= inf (-；S<7<2S} (T e B(X)).
人〉0

Proof. Obvious.
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